Health: Surprise Best Seller is Stem Cell Book – Author in Spokane - 10 City Tour

Author Christian Drapeau, America’s most engaging scientist and the leading voice of the stem cell revolution, is on a 10 city speaking/book tour including Spokane. He will be in Spokane February 28th through March 1st.

Spokane, WA (Vocus) February 20, 2010 -- Remarkable public interest in the stem cell phenomenon made a science book an overnight Amazon Best Seller and catapulted engaging author-scientist Christian Drapeau onto the world stage.

Drapeau launched a 10 city book tour for his Cracking the Stem Cell Code (Sutton Hart Press 2010) in New York this month with the message:

“Many diseases will be eliminated in our lifetimes and a new level of human wellness is possible in the very short term with recent breakthroughs in Adult Stem Cell science.”

A recent Time Magazine cover told us The Coming Revolution in Stem Cells Could Save Your Life and Interview Platform says stem cells are The Rx for Ultimate Health and dubs Christian Drapeau the field’s pioneering voice as well as one of America’s most intriguing scientists. The adult stem cell expert is just back from a 5-continent tour where he addressed standing-room-only audiences eager for the latest stem cell science news.

Cracking the Stem Cell Code February/March tour:

New York February 3 - 5
Virginia/Maryland February 5 - 6
Florida February 7 - 9
Los Angeles February 10 – 13
Spokane February 28 – March 1
Dallas March 8 - 10
St. Louis March 11 - 13
Minneapolis March 20 - 22

Media Contact: Maggie Jessup, 360.521.0437

About Christian Drapeau - America’s most engaging scientist Christian Drapeau (sample video at www.christiandrapeau.com) is the author of the surprise Amazon best seller Cracking the Stem Cell Code (Sutton Hart Press). He is America’s best known adult stem cell scientist and stem cell nutrition expert. He travels more than 100,000 miles each year speaking at medical, scientific, public, and business events worldwide. He is a featured Mensa national event speaker and is known for a unique ability to present a scientific subject in a manner fascinating to all audiences.

About the Book – Cracking the Stem Cell Code answers the question “Are Adult Stem Cells the Prescription
for Ultimate Health?” as it demystifies the most dramatic scientific breakthrough of our time. Author Christian Drapeau looks at what’s new, what’s real and what’s next in stem cell science. More information, sample chapter, cover art, author bio, and synopsis: www.crackingthestemcellcode.com
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